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In multiphase flow in porous media the consistent pore to Darcy scale description of two-fluid flow processes
has been a long-standing challenge. Immiscible displacement processes occur at the scale of individual pores.
However, the larger scale behavior is described by phenomenological relationships such as relative permeability,
which typically uses only fluid saturation as a state variable. As a consequence pore scale properties such as
contact angle cannot be directly related to Darcy scale flow parameters. Advanced imaging and computational
technologies are closing the gap between the pore and Darcy scale, supporting the development of new theory.
We utilize fast x-ray microtomography to observe pore-scale two-fluid configurations during immiscible flow
and initialize lattice Boltzmann simulations that demonstrate that the mobilization of disconnected nonwetting
phase clusters can account for a significant fraction of the total flux. We show that fluid topology can undergo
substantial changes during flow at constant saturation, which is one of the underlying causes of hysteretic behavior.
Traditional assumptions about fluid configurations are therefore an oversimplification. Our results suggest that
the role of fluid connectivity cannot be ignored for multiphase flow. On the Darcy scale, fluid topology and phase
connectivity are accounted for by interfacial area and Euler characteristic as parameters that are missing from
our current models.
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I. INTRODUCTION31

Many engineering applications depend fundamentally on32

multiphase flow through porous media. Hydrocarbon recovery,33

carbon sequestration, environmental contaminant transport,34

and fuel cell design are prominent examples. Understanding35

the multiscale relationships that determine the behavior of36

these systems is critical for many technologies. In geologic37

systems, transport processes often take place hundreds to38

thousands of meters below the Earth’s surface, with fluids39

migrating similar distances [1]. Macroscale models are used40

to predict transport at these length scales, also known as the41

Darcy scale. At the Darcy scale, flow processes are described42

by averaged parameters, and microscopic details of the flow43

are neglected. These details include the configuration of fluid44

and solid phases at microscopic length scales where fluids45

are distributed in typically micrometer-sized pores in rock or46

other porous geologic material [2,3]. The configuration of the47

pore space and the fluids in it are complex, and topology can48

*ryan.armstrong@unsw.edu; http://www.mutris.unsw.edu.au

vary widely from one material to another and for different 49

flow regimes [4–6]. These properties can have a profound 50

impact on transport at larger scales. In Fig. 1, we observe from 51

our lattice Boltzmann simulations (as explained in Sec. II), 52

that the movement of the disconnected nonwetting phase 53

(NWP) occurs through a series of coalescence and snap-off 54

events [7]. Videos of pore coalescence, snap-off, and ganglion 55

dynamics are available in the Supplemental Material [8]. These 56

pore-scale events have direct ramifications at the Darcy scale, 57

since they can lead to entrapment and/or remobilization of 58

the trapped NWP, as identified by researchers in the mid- 59

1990s [9–11]. The influence of ganglion dynamics have been 60

extensively studied in two-dimensional (2D) micromodels 61

and using gradient percolation theory [12]; however, the 62

identification of ganglion dynamics in 3D porous media has 63

yet to be visualized and/or quantified other than a recent article 64

that displays the influence that capillary number has on steady 65

state relative permeabilities [13]. 66

The fluid rearrangements shown in Fig. 1 occur during 67

flow at fixed saturation, bringing into question the assumptions 68

used to formulate our current macroscale flow equations that 69

are entirely phenomenological. From a physics perspective, 70
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FIG. 1. Ganglion dynamics: snap-off and coalescence events
result in continuously changing phase connectivity even at fixed
saturation. The NWP is opaque whereas all other phases are
transparent.

the big unresolved question is the consistent upscaling of71

multiphase flow in porous media from pore to continuum72

(Darcy) scale.73

A two-phase extension of Darcy’s law [14,15] is often used74

to model flow in geologic systems at the scale of several75

centimeters and above (Darcy scale). For an isotropic porous76

media, the formulation is77

φ �vi = Kkr
i

μi

(∇pi − ρi �g), (1)

where the index i = w,n denotes the wetting (w) and nonwet-78

ting (n) phases, �vi are the associated phase velocities, pi are79

the fluid pressures, ρi are the phase densities, μi are the phase80

viscosities, and �g is gravity. The effect of the solid geometry is81

accounted for by the porosity φ and intrinsic permeability K ,82

which quantifies the resistance to flow when only a single83

fluid is present. The relative permeabilities kr
i account for84

all sub-Darcy scale physics, i.e., fluid-specific effects due to85

the arrangement of the two fluids in the system. The relative86

permeability for phase i is often written as87

kr
i = Ki/K, (2)

where Ki is the effective permeability of phase i. The effective88

permeability predicts the ability of the porous material to89

conduct a particular phase when more than one phase is90

present, which should depend on the phase topology in the pore91

space. However, the relative permeability is often assumed92

to be a unique function of the wetting phase saturation Sw,93

supposing that each saturation is associated with a unique94

fluid configuration. Since the two-phase extension of Darcy’s95

law is phenomenological, the precise dependencies for key96

parameters, e.g., kr
i (Sw), are not clear. A recognized problem97

with Eq. (1) is that the coefficients kr
i are not unique functions 98

of Sw [3,16]. For the same pair of fluids and porous media, 99

different kr
i (Sw) curves can be obtained depending on system 100

history and flow rate [12,13,17]. The latter is sometimes 101

parametrized via the dimensionless capillary number Ca [3], 102

which is the ratio of viscous forces to capillary forces, 103

defined as 104

Ca = μwvw/γwn (3)

where γwn is the interfacial tension for the interface between 105

the two fluids. As Ca increases the resulting relative perme- 106

abilities can change significantly. 107

A key goal of this work is to consider how fluid topology 108

behaves at the microscale for a range of Ca, and to understand 109

how these effects can be parametrized in a Darcy scale 110

picture such as in Eq. (1). The results of integral geome- 111

try provide guidance in how to accomplish this objective. 112

Three-dimensional structures can be characterized by four 113

morphological descriptors denoted as Minkowski functionals 114

(M0,1,2,3) that measure volume (M0), surface area (M1), 115

integral mean curvature (M2), and integral Gaussian curvature 116

(M3), which is equivalent to the Euler characteristic [4]. 117

Traditional Darcy scale state variables include M0,1,2, which 118

relate to phase saturation (Sw), specific interfacial area (Awn), 119

and capillary pressure (Pc), respectively [3,18,19]. However, 120

when using the two-phase Darcy formulation [Eq. (1)] only 121

phase saturation is considered; any effects due to changes in 122

the remaining Minkowski functionals M1,2,3 are neglected. 123

The implicit assumption is that phases flow through connected 124

pathways and that interfaces between phases behave as rigid 125

partitions [3], i.e., M1,2,3 are constant at fixed saturation. 126

However, observations of ganglion dynamics in experiments 127

[20–22] and numerical simulation as displayed in Fig. 1 puts 128

this view to question even for low capillary number flows [20]. 129

Fast x-ray microcomputed tomography (μCT) experiments 130

have made it possible to observe pore scale fluid configurations 131

under dynamic flow conditions. This allows us to assess 132

the assumption of connected pathway flow only, and to 133

quantify the impact of pore scale displacements during flow 134

on Darcy-scale flow parameters [23,24]. Recent computational 135

advances make it now possible to couple experimentally 136

observed geometries to pore-scale simulations. With this 137

approach measurements and simulations can be carried out 138

during fractional flow of oil and water at fixed saturation. 139

During these flow processes the NWP and/or wetting phase 140

(WP) can become disconnected. The disconnected phase may 141

remain static or propagate through the pore space as individual 142

ganglia [10,20,21]. Ganglion motion clearly is inconsistent 143

with the view that interfaces behave as rigid partitions, which 144

is an implicit assumption associated with the two-phase 145

extension of Darcy’s law. We observe that under specific flow 146

conditions, disconnected NWPs move as a series of snap-off 147

and coalescence events, which we characterize as ganglion 148

dynamics (Fig. 1). Similar behavior has been identified in 149

glass-etched pore networks [11]. Using simulation results, 150

we measure the overall contribution of ganglion dynamics 151

during fractional flow, and show that topological changes exert 152

a significant influence on flow processes at fixed saturation 153

and thus have a direct influence on the macroscopic system 154

behavior. 155
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TABLE I. TOMCAT beamline settings.

Option Setting

FE filter 50%
OP-filter 1 100 μm Al
Op-filter 2 40 μm Cu
Op-filter 3 10 μm Fe
Angular step 0.12
Lens magnification 3.08x

Camera PCO.EDGE
Scintillator 100 μm cerium-doped

lutetium aluminum garnet

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS156

A. Flow experiments157

The sample was a water-wet, sintered glass sample called158

Robuglas with a porosity of 0.33, permeability of 22 Darcy,159

4 mm diameter, and 20 mm length. The Robuglas sample160

has surface wetting characteristics, pore size distribution161

and wetting phase connectivity for corner flow similar to162

outcrop sandstone [25]. Dynamic high-resolution 3D images163

of fractional flow were collected at the TOMCAT beamline164

at the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen,165

Switzerland. The images were collected at 36 KeV at a166

resolution of 4.22 μm. Cesium chloride was used as the167

contrast agent and was added to the WP as a 1:6 weight ratio.168

A total of 1500 radiographs with 40-ms exposure times were169

collected for a single 3D image. Further details of the beam170

line settings are provided in Table I. The measured interfacial171

tension between decane and brine was 30 dyn/cm and the glass172

surface was assumed to be water wet after washing the sample173

with 3 pore volumes of toluene, ethanol, DI water, and last the174

CsCl brine solution.175

Fractional flow is defined as176

Fw = Qw/QT , (4)

where Qw is the WP volumetric flow rate and QT is the177

total volumetric flow rate of WP and NWP. Water and decane178

were co-injected into the sample over a range of different179

fractional flows (Fw = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8), i.e., similar to a180

steady state relative permeability measurement. Dynamic181

images were collected at each Fw during steady state flow,182

as indicated by pressure transducer readings. For a given Fw,183

once steady state was reached, QT was increased while main-184

taining constant Fw. We imaged fluid distributions at QT =185

3, 30, and 300 μl/min for each Fw tested to evaluate a range186

of different capillary numbers (Ca = 10−6, 10−5, and 10−4).187

The pore-scale distributions of water and oil phases were188

obtained by segmenting the μCT images using gradient-based189

segmentation methods [26].190

B. Connected phase flow simulations191

To assess the differences between connected pathway192

flow and ganglion dynamics, for the connected phase flow193

simulations only connected phases are considered and the194

phases are assumed to be separated by a rigid partition,195

i.e., all interfaces remain static (and also do not undergo196

topological changes). We extract the phase arrangements for 197

the connected WP and NWP experimental images and then 198

simulate single phase flow using the lattice Boltzmann method 199

(LBM) and thus the simulation and experimental data are 200

at the same spatial resolution. We use a three-dimensional 201

lattice with 19 possible momenta components (D3Q19) and the 202

Bhatnager-Gross-Krook model; the same model has been used 203

for the estimation of permeability in complex rock types [27]. 204

For a given phase permeability, we set the phase-solid and 205

phase-phase boundaries with a solid surface bounce back 206

rule [28]. The resulting phase permeability (often referred to 207

as effective permeability) is then normalized by the absolute 208

permeability of the rock to obtain relative permeability. The 209

absolute permeability is determined by running a single phase 210

LBM simulation on the total pore space of the image. The 211

same approach has been used elsewhere [29]. Therefore, the 212

phase-phase boundaries are held constant, i.e., considered to 213

act as rigid partitions with no topological changes, and the 214

phase effective permeabilities of the connected phases are 215

determined from the pore-scale experimental images. 216

C. Two-fluid flow simulations 217

Segmented images were used to provide initial conditions 218

for the phase geometry to perform steady-state simulations 219

of fractional flow at fixed saturation. Two-fluid flow simula- 220

tions were performed using a graphics processing unit-based 221

implementation of the lattice Boltzmann method. The details 222

of the implementation are provided by McClure et al. [30]. 223

Additional details for the boundary condition used to set the 224

contact angle are also available in the literature, demonstrating 225

that the correct scaling is obtained for the dynamic behavior of 226

the contact angle [31]. For the methods used, the thickness 227

of the interface is approximately three voxel lengths. The 228

image resolution (4.22 μm) was therefore sufficient to resolve 229

essential aspects of the flow since the average pore diameter 230

for the Robuglas sample is around 50 μm [25]. We provide 231

further credence to this statement by plotting the capillary 232

pressure versus saturation curve obtained by LBM simulation 233

in comparison to mercury intrusion porosimetry obtained from 234

a sister plug of Robuglas (Fig. 2). The experimental and 235

simulation results compare well for low capillary number 236

flows and provide us confidence in our LBM results. The 237

validation results also demonstrate a well established trend 238

where capillary pressure increases with increasing capillary 239

number [32]. This even further validates that the numerical 240

methods provide results expected for dynamic conditions. We 241

do not go into discussion of the results presented in Fig. 2, 242

rather we present it as a validation step before presenting the 243

main results and discussion. 244

An external force was used to drive the flow with full 245

periodic boundary conditions. To avoid boundary effects, a 246

periodic system was generated by reflecting the experimentally 247

imaged geometry in the direction of flow. Simulations were 248

performed under water-wet conditions. Various capillary 249

numbers were simulated by varying the interfacial tension, the 250

viscosity, and the magnitude of the force. The implementation 251

is instrumented with in situ analysis capabilities to perform 252

upscaling based on the microscale simulation state. The aver- 253

aging framework was used to determine a variety of averages 254
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FIG. 2. Simulation and mercury intrusion porosimetry data for
Robuglas compare well for low capillary number flows demonstrating
that the image resolution was sufficient for LBM simulations.

over the phases, interfaces, and the common curve. Within this255

framework, macroscopic flow velocities were determined for256

each phase by computing the total momentum and dividing257

by the total mass. Additional quantities were also computed,258

including average phase pressures, average velocities for the259

interface and common curve, average mean curvature of the260

interface between fluids, and other measures defined from261

multiscale averaging theory [33]. A 4D connected components262

algorithm was used to identify and track each ganglion within263

the simulation. The coupling of experimentally obtained data264

with simulation provides access to parameters that cannot265

currently be directly measured during the experiment, i.e.,266

nongeometric information, such as the phase pressure field,267

flow velocity field, flux associated with connected phase268

regions, and flux due to ganglion transport. The simulation269

approach is validated against experimental data by means of270

the Euler characteristic as a topological measure (details will271

be discussed in Sec. III C).272

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION273

A. Relative permeability rate dependencies274

Steady-state fractional flow experiments were conducted275

with a custom-built flow cell designed to collect 3D images276

at different fractional flow and Ca using state-of-the-art277

synchrotron-based fast μCT [23,24]. This allowed us to278

observe pore-scale fluid configurations during immiscible279

displacement. While the time resolution to collect a three-280

dimensional image is limited to many seconds, many fluid-281

fluid displacement mechanisms are known to occur at the ms282

time scale [34,35]. One such example is for Haines jumps283

where the NWP pressure increases enough for the NWP284

phase to pass through a pore throat and spontaneously fill285

the adjacent pore region [35]. Therefore lattice Boltzmann286

(LBM) simulations were used to complement the experiments287

to access these faster dynamics, and to infer the behavior of the288

fluid pressure and velocity field [30,33]. Observations of these289

dynamics can be seen in our LBM simulation, as provided in290
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FIG. 3. Relative permeability values were determined for a
wide range of Ca by initializing simulations from observed fluid
configurations. Relative permeability values are higher than what
is predicted from flow through rigid connected pathways. The
implication is that dynamic changes to the phase topology leads to
more efficient transport. NWP (a) and WP (b) relative permeabilities.

the Supplemental Materials S1 and S2 [8], where we observe 291

a pore coalescence and snap-off event, respectively. 292

Initial conditions for the simulations were provided from 293

11 different fluid configurations observed during μCT frac- 294

tional flow experiments in the same solid geometry. Each 295

configuration corresponded to a different saturation value. 296

First, the LBM was used to compute a steady-state solution to 297

the Navier-Stokes equations under single-phase flow based on 298

the solid geometry in order to determine the nondimensional 299

intrinsic permeability, K/D2 = 6.05 × 104, with the Sauter 300

mean diameter computed from the solid surface area and 301

volume to be D = 317 μm. Second, single-phase simulations 302

were performed in the connected portions of each fluid phase 303

to predict the corresponding quasistatic relative permeabilities. 304

These values correspond to the relative permeability obtained 305

if the fluid interfaces behave as rigid partitions, and are plotted 306

as triangles in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for the nonwetting and wet- 307

ting fluids, respectively. Finally, two-phase flow simulations 308

were initialized from the observed geometry to measure the 309

relative permeability over a range of Ca. Periodic boundary 310
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conditions were employed to ensure that relative permeabili-311

ties were measured at fixed saturation. Volume averaging was312

used to determine the macroscopic velocities for each phase,313

which were monitored to determine steady state. The simulated314

relative permeabilities are plotted as circles in Figs. 3(a)315

and 3(b), where we observe rate dependencies that are well316

aligned with the commonly accepted trends [3,12,13,17].317

In particular, these relative permeability rate dependencies318

have been observed in micromodel experiments [11,13,17]319

and examined by numerical approaches [36,37]. We extend320

previous work by validating the behavior in a 3D porous321

system and our results demonstrate that the two-phase relative322

permeabilities under dynamic conditions exceed the values323

obtained in the quasistatic connected pathway limit for both324

fluids and all Ca. As seen in Supplemental Material S3, we325

observe ganglion dynamics from continuously changing phase326

connectivity during fractional flow at constant saturation [8].327

Overall, These results indicate that dynamically changing328

pathways have a better transport efficiency than suggested by329

the traditional view of connected pathway flow.330

B. Preferred pathways for NWP ganglia331

Traditional approaches that assume relative permeability332

to be a function of only WP saturation cannot capture the333

observed relative permeability-rate dependencies. This should334

be expected given that phase saturation alone does not uniquely335

determine the wetting and NWP configurations during frac-336

tional flow. So, if phase saturation, i.e., M0, is held constant,337

how unique are the underlying phase configurations? We start338

to address this problem by looking at the population dynamics339

of NWP clusters as Ca is varied at constant saturation.340

When a connected pathway exists, a clear separation in341

scales is evident when comparing the volumes of all connected342

components of the NWP. The NWP cluster size distribution343

is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of Ca for Sw = 0.51,344
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FIG. 4. The length scale separation between the largest cluster
(connected pathway) and the larger population of smaller clusters
decreases with increasing WP saturation. NWP ganglion size dis-
tributions for Sw = 0.51 (a), Sw = 0.66 (b), Sw = 0.71 (c), and
Sw = 0.91 (d).
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FIG. 5. The volume fraction of the largest pathway decreases
with increasing WP saturation and increases with increasing capillary
number except for the highest of WP saturation.

0.66, 0.71, and 0.91. Examining the distribution of volumes 345

demonstrates that a single well-connected region of NWP 346

is present, as are a large number of disconnected ganglia 347

with much smaller volumes. Perhaps counterintuitively, while 348

the size of individual ganglia decreases as Ca increases, the 349

volume fraction associated with the connected pathway tends 350

to increase, see Fig. 5, which shows the volume fraction of the 351

largest connected pathway. This effect is due to the coalescence 352

of ganglia with the much larger connected pathway. For many 353

systems, trapped ganglia may not need to move very far 354

before this occurs; a single Haines jump may be sufficient 355

to reconnect a previously trapped ganglion with the main 356

flow channel. As the flow rate increases, the frequency of 357

Haines jumps also increases [34]. The effect is most prevalent 358

for intermediate saturation values, where ganglion make up 359

a significant fraction of the total NWP volume and a clear 360

scale separation is observed between the ganglia and the 361

connected pathway. Thus the existence of a preferred pathway 362

for ganglia flow and increased rate of coalescence at high Ca 363

allows for the development of cooperative transport of NWP 364

through connected pathways, where the effective permeability 365

of the NWP increases due to the evolution of its phase 366

topology. 367

Our results suggest that higher Ca flows lead to topological 368

changes that support more efficient flow processes at the 369

Darcy scale. This occurs because fluid configurations that are 370

inaccessible at low Ca are realized as the flow rate increases and 371

capillary forces are less dominant. These effects are evident 372

even when there is no connected pathway and all of the flux 373

is due to ganglia flow. In this case, the disconnected ganglia 374

become elongated as seen in Fig. 6. As the phase configuration 375

changes, larger connected pathways may reconnect with 376

previously immobile NWP ganglia. The changes observed 377

at the pore scale point to the fundamental importance of 378

phase connectivity in multiphase transport processes. To 379

fully appreciate the consequence of these changes, we must 380

incorporate relevant topological measures of connectivity at 381

the macroscale. 382
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(a) (b) 

FIG. 6. Pore-scale images of NWP distribution (at Sw = 0.9) for
low (a) Ca = 3 × 10−5, and high (b) Ca = 3 × 10−2, Ca. Oil ganglion
coalesce and elongate in the direction of flow as the Ca increases,
effects that lead to enhancement of the connected pathway. The NWP
is opaque whereas all other phases are transparent.

C. Relevance of fluid topology for phase permeability383

Insights from the pore scale suggest that the causal con-384

nection between higher relative permeabilities and increased385

Ca are associated with topological changes in the NWP. With386

respect to topological measures, the effect of the volume is387

already included based on the dependence on Sw. Therefore,388

we focus attention on the interfacial area Awn that has already389

been emphasized in [38] and the Euler characteristic χ , which390

measures the phase connectivity. The Euler characteristic is a391

topological invariant defined as392

χ = N − L + O, (5)

where χ is the Euler characteristic,N is the number of objects,393

L is the number of redundant connections or loops, and O is394

the number of cavities. We focus on the Euler characteristic395

for the NWP, which is denoted by χn and increases as the396

number of ganglia increases (N ), and decreases as the NWP397

fills the pore space, i.e., leading to the formation of loops398

(L). In the context of percolation theory a Euler characteristic399

of 0 corresponds to a system near the percolation threshold; a400

negative Euler characteristic indicates a well-connected object,401

whereas a positive Euler characteristic indicates that an object402

is not well connected, such as when the NWP is fragmented [4].403

Recent findings also indicate that different flow regimes exhibit404

characteristic differences in χn due to very different fluid405

configurations even for the same Sw [4].406

In Fig. 7, the Euler characteristic was determined from407

both simulated and experimental configurations, which is408

reported on a per-unit-volume basis to obtain an intensive409

quantity with units of mm−3. For similar Ca, experimen-410

tally determined measurements show close agreement with411

simulation results and a very similar trend with saturation.412

This supports the conclusion that the geometries generated413

from simulation have phase connectivities that are similar to414

the experimentally observed systems. For Sw < 0.8 the Euler415

characteristic decreases (becomes more negative) with increas-416

ing Ca, indicating an increase in NWP connectivity as new417

loops are formed in the pore space. For this saturation range418
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FIG. 7. The nondimensional Euler characteristic per unit volume
measures changes in connectivity for the NWP. When a connected
pathway is possible, experimental and simulated results show a trend
toward enhanced connectivity (more negative Euler characteristic) as
the Ca increases. When no connected pathway is possible, i.e., Sw >

0.8, the Euler characteristic increases due to NWP fragmentation.

ganglion dynamics can enhance the connected pathways due to 419

coalescence events. As a consequence, NWP becomes longer 420

and larger as the Ca increases (see Fig. 6). The experimental 421

data include Ca from approximately 10−5 to 10−3, showing 422

the same trend for enhanced connectivity at high Ca, and 423

corroborating the simulation results. Interestingly at Sw > 0.8 424

the trend is reversed and phase connectivity decreases with 425

increasing Ca. For sufficiently high WP saturation there is no 426

connected pathway present for ganglia to coalesce with and 427

higher Ca leads to NWP fragmentation. 428

As a consequence of cooperative dynamics [34], ganglion 429

flow can result in counterintuitive behavior. When the Ca 430

is increased, the connectivity of NWP clusters also tends to 431

increase. Intuitively, we might expect that as Ca increases 432

NWP clusters would break apart and lead to higher Euler 433

characteristic. However, this effect is only observed at the 434

highest Sw, where a large number of NWP components are 435

expected and no connected pathway is formed. For all other 436

cases, we find that when Ca is increased (at constant Sw) 437

the NWP clusters become longer and larger, forming tubes 438

that enhance connectivity. The fluid arrangements observed 439

at high Ca would be impossible at lower flow rates, where 440

capillary forces dominate and drive the NWP to larger pores 441

where the surface energy is minimized, i.e., NWP becomes 442

more spherical as presented in Fig. 6(a). This view challenges 443

fundamental assumptions applied in up-scaling methods. First, 444

the view that the saturation is sufficient to characterize mi- 445

croscale geometries is overtly insufficient. Second, approaches 446

that assume disconnected NWP is trapped may not adequately 447

describe flow processes at high wetting saturation, particularly 448

when larger Ca are encountered. The coexistence of connected 449

pathway flow and ganglion dynamics means that theories must 450

account for the interdependence of these flow mechanisms; 451

approaches that treat connected pathway flow and ganglion 452

dynamics separately will be subject to inherent limitations. We 453

find that for a wide range of saturation there exists a prevalent 454
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FIG. 8. Specific interfacial area increases as the NWP transitions
to the elongated connected pathways that form with increasing
capillary number.

rate dependence and that the underlying topology of phases455

are changing in significant ways.456

The reason for topological changes as Ca is increased457

can be further understood by looking at the interfacial area458

between the wetting and NWPs. The specific interfacial area459

is the surface area of the interface between wetting and NWPs460

divided by system volume. This is reported in Fig. 8 for a461

range of Ca and saturation values. Since the interfacial energy462

increases with Awn, increases in the interfacial area tend to463

occur once capillary forces are less dominant. The value464

of Awn plotted in Fig. 8 corresponds to the specific Euler465

characteristic measured in Fig. 7 and relative permeabilities466

measured in Fig. 3. In contrast to χn, increasing Ca results in467

an increase to Awn for all saturation values. The interfacial468

area between phases increases as the NWP transitions to469

elongated “thin” connected pathways. A transition seems to470

take place around Ca = 10−3 where both χn and Awn change471

significantly. Presumably this would be the result once viscous472

(and possibly inertial) forces become stronger than capillary473

forces. The simulation accounts for the balance of forces at474

the pore scale. As evident from Figs. 7 and 8, fluid-fluid475

interfaces start to significantly rearrange around Ca = 10−3,476

which would only occur if local forces are large enough to477

deform the interfaces and move them. The topology may478

then stabilize to some extent at higher Ca after this transition479

occurs. This possibility is supported by the fact that the relative480

permeability values seem to stabilize for Ca > 10−3.481

During ganglion dynamics, fluid configurations change482

continuously as individual ganglia move through the pore483

space. This requires that interfaces deform and move as484

the displacement occurs. Nevertheless, measurements of the485

relative permeability, interfacial area, and Euler characteristic486

suggest that these configurations lead to very similar average487

topological and flow properties, particularly if large systems488

with many ganglia are considered. This suggests that average489

topological properties may be sufficient to predict relative490

permeability, even for cases where fluid configurations are491

continuously changing at the microscale. This provides a492

path forward for theory that can be supported by existing493

experimental and simulation methods, since topology is now 494

an accessible parameter that influences macroscale transport. 495

D. Flux contribution of ganglion dynamics 496

The boundary between phases can no longer be considered 497

as a rigid partition. This has been a widely debated concept 498

that recent researchers have suggested to be correct [21], 499

which we show conclusively. The connected phase pathways 500

continuously evolve due to the prevailing physical forces 501

and disconnected phases continuously merge and disconnect 502

from the connected pathway. But to what extent does the 503

disconnected NWP contribute to the overall NWP flux? Does 504

bulk transport of NWP occur mostly through the connected 505

pathway flow or through the movement of disconnected 506

NWP? The answer to these questions is relevant to how we 507

consistently move across scales from pore-scale displacement 508

to Darcy-scale formulations. Considering that ganglion flux 509

is a less efficient means of oil transportation, e.g., nearly 510

2/3 of the total work of drainage is considered dissipative 511

due to interfacial jumps [23,39], it is critical to understand 512

the percentage of phase flux that occurs through connected 513

pathway flow versus ganglion dynamics. 514

A “phase diagram” summarizing the Ca-Sw space is pre- 515

sented in Fig. 9, which quantifies the relative flux contribution 516

of ganglion dynamics in comparison to the total NWP flux. 517

The black circles represent simulation results from which the 518

figure is generated using a spline interpolation method. Also, 519

the color of each circle is the true color that represents the 520

measured ganglion flux. When a connected pathway exists, 521

this part of the NWP will also tend to be the largest feature, by 522

volume fraction. This is based on the scale separation observed 523

in Fig. 4. We therefore define the ganglion flux as the portion 524

of the flux not associated with the largest feature. Connected 525

pathway flow and ganglion dynamics flow regimes coexist over 526

Connected 
pathway 
flow 

Ganglion 
dynamics 

FIG. 9. Flux associated with ganglia disconnected from the
largest feature (by vol.) increases as wetting phase saturation
increases. At intermediate saturation values, ganglion flux decreases
with increasing Ca due to NWP coalescence, re-establishing con-
nected pathway flow. The circles are simulation results from which the
figure is generated and the color is the true value from the measured
ganglion flux.
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a wide range of saturation and Ca without a sharp transition527

between regimes. We observe a gradual increase in ganglion528

flux as Sw increases for all Ca. This is expected, since the529

NWP is less well connected as Sw increases, which is clear530

from Fig. 7.531

A less intuitive result is that the ganglion flux decreases532

as Ca increases for intermediate saturation values. This is a533

consequence of the fact that the size of the connected pathway534

grows due to coalescence as Ca increases. This enhanced535

connectivity is also clear from Fig. 7. For Sw < 0.5 nearly536

all of the NWP flux is contained in the largest connected537

component of the phase, which is the connected pathway;538

see Fig. 5. For Sw > 0.5, a significant fraction of the NWP539

flux is contained in many smaller disconnected ganglia. As the540

fraction of NWP contained in the largest ganglion increases,541

so too does the contribution of the ganglia to the overall NWP542

flux. While ganglia exist for smaller Sw, the contribution of the543

movement of the disconnected phases is negligible compared544

to the flow that occurs in the largest cluster. By contrast at545

Sw = 0.71, approximately 10–25% of the total NWP flux is546

due to the movement of ganglia. The transition from connected547

to disconnected phase flow occurs gradually, evident from548

Fig. 9, and depends on the topology of the porous medium and549

the capillary number.550

It may be possible to identify the flow regimes by examining551

the variation of relative permeability and Ca using core-scale552

experiments, as discussed in a recent publication [13]. In553

theory, this should be possible by adjusting Ca and measuring554

fluxes; however, obviously we cannot distinguish between555

connected and disconnected phase flux. Also, there are exper-556

imental artifacts that complicate this approach. In particular,557

the capillary-end effect, i.e., capillary pressure equal to zero at558

the end of the core, can lead to rate dependencies similar559

to ganglion dynamics; while researchers have developed560

experimental approaches to overcome these effects [40–43]561

this complication is not fully resolved. Local heterogeneity562

in rock samples can also result in similar rate dependencies,563

e.g., see [44]. These effects are significant when measuring564

experimental rate dependencies, which our simulations using565

a homogeneous material and cyclic boundary conditions are566

not influenced by. To better understand rate dependencies at the567

core scale, we first need to evaluate the effect using numerical568

simulations on various rock types, as provided herein. Last,569

we use fractional flow experiments and simulations since this570

is a common approach for steady state relative permeability571

measurements and it is easy to implement fractional flow572

cyclic boundary conditions with LBM. However, a significant573

contribution of ganglion flux due to snapoff, coalescence,574

and mobilization is also expected for directional flows and575

countercurrent flows.576

E. Implications for engineering applications577

NWP trapping and mobilization mechanisms are of great578

interest to the oil and gas industry since these mechanisms579

impact oil recovery efficiency. Standard oil recovery technolo-580

gies leave �50% of the original oil in place in the oil reservoir581

due to reservoir heterogeneity and pore-scale trapping [45].582

Understanding the mobility of this trapped oil is critical for583

enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations. These effects also584

play a role for storage operations where supercritical CO2 is 585

trapped in a reservoir. In the context of CO2 sequestration 586

it is important to evaluate the fate of CO2 injected into a 587

formation over geological time. Trapped CO2 will typically 588

be disconnected, i.e., Sw > 0.5, and ganglia mobilization is 589

therefore important. As WP saturation increases the NWP be- 590

comes disconnected [7] and thus nonpercolating. In traditional 591

trapping models, once the NWP is disconnected it is considered 592

to be immobile [46]. We find that depending on the flow 593

conditions and phase topology, disconnected NWP can still be 594

mobile. For many geologic systems, a wide range of Ca can be 595

encountered. Near a well, where flow rates are higher, high Ca 596

effects may be important. Also, significant density differences 597

can arise in brine- or oil-CO2 systems which may lead to 598

buoyancy forces that overcome capillary forces and result in 599

mobilization of CO2 [47]. Relative permeability hysteresis 600

has been shown to influence the long-term trapping of CO2 601

in geologic sequestration operations [48]. Our results suggest 602

that models that do not account for the potential mobilization 603

of “trapped” CO2 underestimate the relative permeability, 604

particularly for WP saturation between 0.5 and 0.75 where 605

both ganglion dynamics and connected pathway transport are 606

likely to occur. Furthermore, widely used trapping models are 607

parametrized in terms of the saturation only [46]. Our results 608

show that at fixed saturation, disconnected portions of the 609

NWP can reconnect with connected pathway as Ca increases. 610

As a consequence, the trapped portions of NWP cannot be 611

considered a unique function of fluid saturation. Furthermore, 612

we show that the mobilization of disconnected NWP is a poten- 613

tially important phenomenon over a fairly wide range of WP 614

saturation. These findings suggest that macroscale models that 615

assume disconnected phases are permanently trapped will tend 616

to underpredict the mobility of CO2 in geologic sequestration 617

applications. A more complete topological characterization of 618

the phase configurations represents a promising alternative to 619

existing theoretical approaches. 620

Overall the results suggest that saturation alone does not 621

uniquely define fluid flow. Additional topological measure- 622

ments, such as the Euler characteristic, are required. For 623

extending Darcy’s law, we must recognize that this is the case. 624

There is no theoretical basis for why relative permeability 625

should depend on saturation only. It is essentially a first-order 626

assumption that works relatively well and is easy to measure. 627

However, for complex flow physics, i.e., high Ca flows, 628

additional second-order terms such as Euler characteristic 629

can be considered. From the standpoint of nondimensional 630

analysis, relative permeability is a dimensionless quantity and 631

may depend on other dimensionless quantities, e.g., saturation, 632

Euler characteristic, or capillary number. Recent attempts are 633

underway to explore the links between fluid connectivity, 634

topology, and resulting flow behavior [4]. 635

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 636

Insights obtained by combining fast μCT with advanced 637

simulations will facilitate the development of new Darcy-scale 638

theories for the flow of immiscible phases through porous 639

media that are consistent with pore scale displacement physics. 640

Understanding the role of topology will be at the forefront of 641

multiphase flow research and reduce inconsistencies between 642
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pore-scale and Darcy-scale formulations. We discovered that643

ganglion dynamics is an important transport mechanism644

that explains relative permeability rate dependencies. We645

quantified the flux of connected and disconnected NWP and646

demonstrate that connected pathway flow is a poor assumption647

even for relatively low Ca flows. Often, rate dependencies are648

attributed to experimental artifacts, rock heterogeneity when649

larger scale systems are considered, and/or the time derivative650

of WP saturation. However, we clearly demonstrate rate651

dependencies in uniform porous media at constant saturation.652

For relative permeability, we find phase topology to be the653

controlling parameter and it is dependent on saturation and Ca.654

Phase topology can evolve, at constant saturation, during frac-655

tional flow depending on the flow conditions and the resulting656

effect has macroscale implications. Our results demonstrate657

that (1) the traditional two-phase Darcy formulation has658

contributions originating from connected pathway flow and659

from dissipative pore-scale events; (2) these two flow regimes660

coexist during fractional flow; and (3) the Euler characteristic661

provides a way to characterize the connectivity of the flow662

regimes at the macroscale. For example in a recent statistical663

description of multiphase flow [49], the Euler characteristic664

is used to represent configurational entropy, which provides a665

way forward to incorporate the fluid topology into Darcy-scale666

thermodynamic models. Overall, these findings provide a way667

to address fundamental limitations associated with traditional 668

Darcy-scale multiphase flow formulations, which impacts a 669

wide range of engineering applications. 670
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